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Fluorine chemistry at extreme conditions: Possible synthesis of HgF4

Michael Pravica,1∗ Sarah Schyck,1 Blake Harris,1 Petrika Cifligu,1

Eunja Kim,1 Brant Billinghurst2

By irradiating a pressurized mixture of a fluorine-bearing compound (XeF2) and HgF2 with
synchrotron hard x-rays (> 7 keV) inside a diamond anvil cell, we have observed dramatic
changes in the far-infrared spectrum within the 30–35 GPa pressure range which suggest

that we may have formed HgF4 in the following way: XeF2
hv−→ Xe + F2 (photochemically)

and HgF2 + F2 → HgF4 (30 GPa < P < 35 GPa). This lends credence to recent theoretical
calculations by Botana et al. that suggest that Hg may behave as a transition metal at high
pressure in an environment with an excess of molecular fluorine. The spectral changes were
observed to be reversible during pressure cycling above and below the above mentioned
pressure range until a certain point when we suspect that molecular fluorine diffused out of
the sample at lower pressure. Upon pressure release, HgF2 and trace XeF2 were observed
to be remaining in the sample chamber suggesting that much of the Xe and F2 diffused
and leaked out from the sample chamber.

I. Introduction

Mercury and cesium have been predicted to behave
as a transition metal [1, 2] and p-block element re-
spectively [2,3] at high pressure (within the 1 Mbar
range) in the presence of fluorine and thus have
higher oxidation states enabling sharing/transfer of
electrons from the inner shells (i.e. below the va-
lence levels) of the elements as fluorine atoms are
brought closer to the metals via high pressure. As
the most electronegative element, there are a num-
ber of challenges associated with loading highly re-
active and toxic molecular fluorine into a diamond
anvil cell which is likely the primary reason why
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there was only one published study of the material
at high pressure (> 1 GPa) to the best of our knowl-
edge [4]. In an effort to develop fluorine chemistry
at extreme conditions, we have utilized hard x-ray
induced photochemistry [5] to release molecular flu-
orine in situ inside a sealed and pressurized dia-
mond anvil cell by irradiating a relatively inert and
easy-to-handle, powdered or liquid (and thus easy
to load) fluorine-bearing compound such as perflu-
orohexane (C6F14) [6], potassium tetrafluoroborate
(KBF4) [7] or XeF2. The fluorine-bearing com-
pound is then irradiated with x-rays that are of suf-
ficient energy to penetrate the confining diamonds
(or surrounding gasket) [7] which are typically in
the hard x-ray range (> 7 keV). As long as we are
at a pressure above the solidification pressure of
fluorine (2 GPa), the released atomic or molecu-
lar fluorine from irradiation is now confined in the
sample hole and thus available for chemical reac-
tion.

In the present study, we sought to verify the
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predictions of transition metal behavior of Hg by
mixing a fluorine-bearing compound (XeF2) with
HgF2. Fluorine would be produced via x-ray ir-
radiation of XeF2 via the following photochemical
reaction:

XeF2
hv−→ Xe + F2. (1)

The molecular fluorine would then be available
to react with HgF2 in the following way:

HgF2 + F2 → HgF4, (2)

under high pressure. The goal of this effort, then,
was to ascertain if any molecular changes occurred
after irradiation and then after further pressuriza-
tion. As our samples are typically very fluorescent
after irradiation, we chose infrared spectroscopy as
the means to interrogate bonding changes within
our sample. As the confined sample was ∼ 3 nano
liters, we used a bright synchrotron hard x-ray
source and synchrotron infrared source to produce
fluorine in situ and to spectroscopically investigate
our post-irradiated sample respectively.

II. Experimental

Due to the high reactivity of both HgF2 and XeF2

with air and water, loading of the sample was
performed inside a Ar-backfilled glovebox located
at the High Pressure Collaborative Access Team’s
sample preparation facility at the Advanced Pho-
ton Source of Argonne National Laboratory. A rhe-
nium gasket was preindented to 20 µm thickness
(from 250 µm initial thickness) using a symmetric-
style Diamond Anvil Cell (DAC) with diamonds
that each had a culet diameter of ∼ 300 µm and
were IR-transmitting type I quality. A sample
hole of diameter ∼ 80 µm was laser drilled in
the gasket [8]. Powdered xenon difluoride (Sigma
Aldrich > 99%) was pulverized with HgF2 (Sigma
Aldrich > 99%) in a 50/50 mixture by volume and
was loaded via spatula into the gasket hole. One
thermally-relieved ruby (for pressure measurement)
was introduced into the sample which was pressur-
ized to 10 GPa. No pressure-transmitting medium
was used in our experiments and all were performed
at room temperature. Raman spectroscopy was
performed on the sample to verify that XeF2 was
present in the loaded and pressurized sample.

The loaded sample was then irradiated with
“white” x-rays produced at the 16 BM-B beam-
line at the Advanced Photon Source (APS). The
beam was ∼ 30 microns in diameter. The HgF2

and XeF2 mixture was irradiated for more than five
hours at pressures above 10 GPa to avoid any ma-
terial losses triggered by the X-ray induced decom-
position of XeF2. XRD patterns of the sample were
taken at the 16 ID-B using monochromatic x-rays
that were collected by a MAR345r image plate
detector. We also note that no irradiation-induced
changes in pure HgF2 were observed at any pres-
sure in separate experiments. Thus, only XeF2 is
photochemically-affected by x-rays.

The irradiated sample was then transported to
the 02B1-1 far-infrared (far-IR) beamline of the
Canadian Light Source (CLS) where IR Spec-
troscopy measurements at various pressures were
carried out in situ inside the DAC. Pressure was
measured using a homemade ruby-fluorimeter con-
structed by our group located on site at the CLS.
The IR collection system consisted of a plexiglass
enclosure housing the DAC and collection optics
which was in front of the Fourier Transform-IR sys-
tem and was continuously purged from water va-
por (measured by a humidity sensor) using pos-
itive pressure nitrogen gas blowoff from a liquid
nitrogen dewar. A horizontal microscope system
collected far-IR spectra. The IR beam was redi-
rected from the sample compartment of a Bruker
IFS 125 HRr spectrometer to within the working
distance of a Schwarzchild objective which focused
IR light onto the sample. A similar light focusing
objective placed behind the sample was used to col-
lect the transmitted light, directing it onto an off-
axis parabolic mirror which refocused the IR light
into an Infrared Laboratoriesr Si bolometer. The
spectrometer was equipped with a 6-micron mylar
beamsplitter. The data was collected using a scan-
ner velocity of 40 kHz, 12.5-mm entrance aperture,
with a 1 cm−1 resolution. The Si bolometer was
set for a gain of 16×. Interferograms were trans-
formed using a zero filling factor of 8 and a 3-term
Blackman Harris apodization function.

FT-IR spectral scans typically required 15 min-
utes to acquire and all measurements were per-
formed at room temperature.
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Figure 1: Transmission far-IR spectra of HgF2 and
XeF2 mixture pressurized up to 30 GPa and held at
30 GPa for 6 hours then pressurized to 40 GPa. As the
pressure is increased beyond 19.5 GPa, a broad mul-
tiplet of spectral lines appear near 474 cm−1 and one
smaller mode appears near 234 cm−1. The patterns
disappear in the 40 GPa spectra.

III. Results

After initial loading at the APS, the sample pos-
sessed a greenish yellow tint demonstrating the
presence of HgF2. After further pressurization at
the CLS, the sample significantly darkened. We
present our IR spectral data in the 35–650 cm−1

range in Fig. 1. We first compressed the sample
from 10 GPa up to 40 GPa recording spectral pat-
terns along the way. As is evident from the figure,
a peak near 235 cm−1 and a multiplet of peaks cen-
tered near 474 cm−1 appear around 30 GPa. We
allowed the sample to remain at 30 GPa for 6 hours
and then took another IR spectrum to examine sta-
bility of the new peaks with time. The 235 cm−1

peak vanished or was severely diminished within
the signal to noise of our system and the multiplet
centered around 474 cm−1 largely disappeared or
severely diminished with the exception of the peak
itself. Upon further pressurization to 40 GPa, the
highest pressure we subjected the sample to, the
patterns completely disappear.

The sample pressure was then reduced to 35 GPa
(Fig. 2, curve a) to ascertain if the observed peaks
returned which they did as evidenced in the 32 GPa
pattern in Fig. 2, curve b. Pressure was again
increased to 35 GPa and the pattern again disap-

Figure 2: Transmission far IR spectra of the irradi-
ated XeF2 and HgF2 mixture as the sample was de-
compressed from 35 GPa (trace a) to 32 GPa (trace
b) and then recompressed to 35 GPa (trace c) demon-
strating reversibility of the peak structure at 32 GPa.
This pressure-cycled sequence occurred after the first
viewing of the feature around 30 GPa present in Fig.
1.

peared (Fig. 2, curve c). Pressure was reduced to
just above ambient (∼ 1 GPa) and the sample re-
turned to its original white/yellow appearance be-
fore irradiation (white). Figure 3 displays photos of
the sample at various stages. Raman spectroscopy
was performed upon returning the sample to the
Pravica Raman facility at UNLV indicating that
only HgF2 and a residual amount of XeF2 remained
in the sample chamber. X-ray diffraction (XRD)
patterns taken of the sample before irradiation and
after irradiation, compression and decompression
to ambient conditions (see Fig. 4) further verifies
the claim that the Xe and F2 (produced via irradi-
ation of XeF2) leaked out from the gasket once the
pressure was reduced to near ambient conditions.
There is no indication that the rhenium gasket suf-
fered any significant chemical reaction from the F2

(see Fig. 4). We have observed this behavior of
little or no diffusion of F2 in our samples in prior
experiments that produced F2 from KBF4 leading
to little or no gasket damage [10] and no discernible
reaction with the diamonds [4].
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Figure 3: Progression sequence of the sample. The first
photo on the left represents the mixed XeF2 + HgF2

sample near 10 GPa after sample loading. A yellowish
hue is evident due to the presence of HgF2. The second
(middle) photo illustrates darkening of the sample after
irradiation and pressurization to 25 GPa and persisted
in this visual state until 40 GPa, the highest pressure in
this study. The final photo on the right demonstrates
that the sample has returned to its original appearance
after reducing pressure to ambient conditions.

Figure 4: XRD patterns of the HgF2/XeF2 mixture
(a) before x-ray irradiation and (b) after irradiation,
pressurization, and decompression indicating that the
XeF2 leaked out from the gasket in the form of Xe and
F2 (produced from the initial x-ray irradiation) leaving
only HgF2 in the sample chamber in the Fm-3m crys-
talline structure. The vertical olive green bars in (a)
represent the tetragonal crystal structure of XeF2 with
the I4/mmm space group [11].

IV. Discussion

HgF4 in the gaseous state has a predicted IR mode
(A2u) near 233 cm−1 [9] which agrees well with the
mode we observed near 235 cm−1 though we recog-
nize that our mode was observed in the solid state
(not the gaseous state) and is at very high pres-
sure. We suspect that the feature near 474 cm−1 is
an overtone of the mode near 235 cm−1. Botana et
al. have calculated stability of HgF4 in the 38–73

GPa pressure range; that HgF3 and HgF4 are both
stable from 73–200 GPa; and that from 200–500
GPa, only HgF3 is the stable compound with Hg
in the +3 oxidation state [1]. Seeking to confirm
this prediction, we pressurized the DAC into the
30 GPa and higher pressure range. As is appar-
ent from our data, a new compound with mercury
appears to form near 30 GPa and then disappears
around 35 GPa. The compound forms reversibly
with pressure cycling. Upon further reduction of
pressure to ambient conditions, the sample turned
white (as it was originally before being irradiated).
Raman spectroscopy confirmed only the presence
of HgF2 indicating that the Xe and F2 leaked out
from the gasket. The process (irradiation, pressur-
ization and return to ambient) is visually described
in Fig. 3.

We note in passing that we performed a purely
high pressure mid-IR study of just the XeF2 +
HgF2 mixture (see Fig. 5) and found no evidence
of any significant spectral changes (with the excep-
tion of a phase transition near 5 GPa from HgF2)
demonstrating that x-ray irradiation in combina-
tion with high pressure is necessary to produce the
interesting features observed in Fig. 2.

V. Conclusions

We have performed a synchrotron far-IR experi-
ment on an irradiated mixture of XeF2 and HgF2

pressurized in a DAC. The irradiation was per-
formed to release molecular fluorine inside the sam-
ple chamber at high pressure in situ thereby obvi-
ating the need to load toxic and reactive molecular
fluorine inside the diamond cell. Upon further pres-
surization just above 30 GPa, we observed the dra-
matic appearance of a peak or peaks centered near
234 cm−1 and likely an overtone near 474 cm−1 in
a narrow pressure range somewhere between 30–35
GPa which appears to be reversible and which ap-
pears to correlate with the calculated A2u mode of
HgF4. Our observation differs somewhat from the
predictions of Botana et al. of a 38–73 GPa pres-
sure range of stability [1] but given the challenges
associated with connecting theory and experiment
at high pressure and given the complex chemistry
occurring during and after hard x-ray irradiation
and at high pressures, our results are nevertheless
encouraging.
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Figure 5: Transmission mid-IR spectra of HgF2 and
XeF2 non-irradiated mixture pressurized up to 36 GPa.

Upon release of pressure to ambient, the fluorine
and Xe produced by the irradiation of XeF2 likely
leaked out and HgF2 remained inside along with
residual XeF2. Though far-IR experiments do not
by themselves prove the formation of HgF4, we are
nevertheless encouraged by our results. Further ex-
periments are planned to confirm and further verify
our results. We anticipate that this seminal experi-
ment will further encourage development of fluorine
chemistry at extreme conditions.
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